
Introduction

According to Josef Schöffl, a nineteenth century hop
grower in the Bohemian town of Zatec and president of
the regional agricultural union, hops could be cultivated
in nearly any kind of soil, whether it be rubble, gravel,
sandy, clay, loamy, peaty or with a basalt substratum. It
was not the soil, nor the climate or the maintenance of
the plants that made Zatec an exceptional hop growing
region. Above all, its fame was due to the type of hop,
Saaz.1

Saaz hops are one of a handful traditional European hop
cultivars. The variety bears the German name for Zatec,
a little town in the Czech Republic where, until the end
of World War II, the majority of the population spoke
German. The Czech Republic is the second major hop
producing country in Europe and ranks fourth in global
production, after the USA, Germany and China.2 There
are three regions in the Czech Republic where hops are
grown of which the area around Zatec is the largest,
making up more than 75% of the country’s total.
Although new hop varieties have been introduced since
the 1990s, the traditional Saaz hops are grown on near-
ly 90% of the entire acreage in 2017.3 Saaz hops are a
favorite variety for brewing pilsners, lager beers and
Belgian style ales. 

In this article it is proposed that Zatec might be the old-
est region of continuous commercial hop production.
This assumption is based mainly on English and
German literature devoted to brewing history and on
scientific research concerning the qualities and DNA
fingerprint of hop cultivars. By combining these two
sources, the line of development and diffusion of com-

mercial hop cultivation is revealed. Saaz hops proves to
be the mother of some of the other noble hop cultivars.
Although Zatec was not the first region to produce hops
for the market, it might be the oldest of today’s hop cul-
tures. First, the use and qualities of hops in general and
Saaz hops in particular are discussed. Then the rise and
diffusion of commercial hop cultivation will be investi-
gated and the age of some current European production
areas determined.

Characterization of Saaz hops

Among the great and still increasing span of hop vari-
eties that are marketed today, a small number have
historical roots, dating back to pre-modern times. These
traditional varieties are called ‘noble hops’, with regard
to their pedigree, or ‘land races’, because their names
refer to the regions and places of origin. Renowned tra-
ditional hop cultivars are Spalt, Hersbruck, Hallertau
(Bavaria) and Tettnang (Württemberg) from Germany,
Fuggle and Golding (Kent) from England, Saaz (Zatec)
from the Czech Republic and Lubelski (Lublin) from
Poland. However, the vast majority of hop varieties that
are used by breweries consist of hybrid cultivars, com-
posed of noble, other hybrid or wild elements.4 The
Saaz hops are one of the most popular and replicated
varietals in the world. It is highly prized for its classic
herbal, earthy and spicy aroma.5

Hop varieties are roughly classified in three distinct cat-
egories: aroma hops, dual-purpose hops (aromatic and
bitter) and bittering hops (very bitter).6 Classification is
based on the composition and qualities of resins (alpha-
and beta-acids, cohumulone and colupulone) and oils
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(myrcene and terpenes), contained in the female cones.
Saaz hops are characterized as fine aroma hops, being
part of the first category. They feature a low content of
alpha-acids, ranging 3 to 4%, and beta-acids at a level of
4 to 7%. The content of oils is also low, not exceeding
1%.7 This composition is different from other tradition-
al cultivars such as English Fuggle and Golding, whose
alpha-acids content (5 to 7%) is more than double that
of their beta-acids (2 to 3%). Most European and
American hybrid aroma hops have a slightly higher con-
tent of alpha-bitter acids than Saazer. However, the
German noble hops from Spalt and Tettnang are very
much akin, showing the same resin and oil profile,
which also goes for the Polish Lubelski hops. In the
brewing process aroma hops are added at the later stages
of the hopping schedule, giving beers their finishing
touch of flavour. 

All dual-purpose hops are of hybrid origin and have a
higher content of alpha-acids, ranging 7 to 10%. The
proportion of oils (1 to 2%) is twice or three times high-
er compared to Saazer. Dual purpose hops can be added
both in the initial and later stages of the hopping sched-
ule and are popular for their versatility. Bittering hops -
the third category - have an even higher content of
alpha-acids, measuring 10 to 18%, and contain more oil
(1,5 to 3%). These varieties are predominantly used for
making hop extracts.

From the 1990s the genetic parentage between cultivars
of hops has been uncovered with the advent of DNA
research, using different molecular methods.8 The results
showed that Saaz hops and the German Spalt and
Tettnang hops genetically have a high degree of simi-
larity, although they do have some morphological
differences. These genotypes proved to be very closely
related to the Polish Lubelski hops, the Russian
Iwanovecki and Urozaini varieties as well as the
Ukrainian Zitomir clone 18. All these cultivars together
can be designated as belonging to the ‘Saaz-family’,
which differs genetically from the ‘Bavarian family’,
the latter consisting of Hallertau and Hersbruck, and the
‘English family’, featured by Fuggle and Golding; all
three groups known as typically fine aroma hops.

The distinction between families of hop cultivars, that
differ in composition, qualities and DNA fingerprint,
can be explained by the historical development of com-
mercial hop cultivation. 

The genesis of hop culture in Bohemia

In the early Middle Ages, wild and cultivated hops were
found in many parts of central and northern Europe.
Mainly based on archaeological finds and written
sources from monasteries, we know that hops have been
used for the preparation of beer since the ninth century
at the latest. However, in the early and high Middle
Ages hops were only one species in a whole array of
herbs that were used for brewing beer.9

In the thirteenth century a true beer revolution caused a
watershed in the history of brewing. Craftsmen and
merchants in the Hanse towns of northern Germany
started producing and trading beer with hops as the sole
herbal ingredient. They had probably learned this
method of preparation from the Slavic peoples that
inhabited the north-eastern areas of the German empire.
Hops give beer its bitter taste and its various aromas, it
enhances the development of foam and gives beer a
longer shelf life.10 Thanks to the preservative potential
of hops, beer could be produced in bigger quantities and
could be distributed over greater distances. Beer no
longer was just a homemade product for family con-
sumption, like bread, it was also a lucrative trading
good. Hanseatic port towns like Bremen, Hamburg,
Lubeck, Wismar and Rostock, became the first centres
of large-scale beer production.11 To supply sufficient
raw materials the commercial cultivation of hops sprang
up on the outskirts of beer producing towns, as well as
in villages in the countryside. The territories of
Mecklenburg, the Altmark, Brandenburg and Pomerania
became important hop producing areas in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries. Large scale hop cultivation
also arose in more distant regions, such as Thüringen
and Silesia, that were well connected with the Hanseatic
port towns through the rivers Weser and Oder.12

In Bohemia hops had already been cultivated in the
early and high Middle Ages. Large concentrations of
macro-remains of hop have been found in the central
and eastern parts of the Czech Republic.13 The deed of
donation (1039) for the collegiate church of Stara
Boleslav (Alt Bunzlau) mentioned farms in �atec, that
were due to render tithes on cattle, grains and hops. A
tithe on hops also appears in the foundation charter
(1046) of the church of Vyšehrad, a district of Prague.14

However, a significant expansion of cultivation must
have taken place in the fourteenth century, probably
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instigated by the growing demand from the beer produc-
ing Hanse towns. In 1363 King Charles IV of Bohemia
(r. 1346-1378), who was also elected as king of the
German empire, encouraged the creation of hop gardens
in the surrounding areas of his royal towns and strictly
forbade exporting hop slips.15 On the one hand this pro-
motion had a general character, whilst giving an impulse
to agriculture - he also promoted the establishment of
vineyards. But he must have been aware of growing
market opportunities, too. In a letter he wrote to the
Dutch bishop of Utrecht a year later, he stated that for
30 or 40 years a novus modus fermentandi cervisiam

(new method of brewing/fermenting beer) had been
introduced, for which hops were used.16 Commercial
cultivation of hops in Zatec is confirmed by mid-four-
teenth century documents (1348, 1357), indicating that
civilians owned hop gardens in the vicinity of the town.
Expanding gradually, the area that was used for growing
hops had reached an impressive extent of about 400
hectares by the mid-sixteenth century, which was more
than half of the aggregate production area in Bohemia.17

It is claimed that even around 1100 Czech hops were
already exported to the Hamburg hop market (Forum

humuli) via the Elbe river.18 This, however, is quite
unlikely. Only at the end of the thirteenth century did the
Hamburg brewers produce a surplus that could be
exported abroad, which in turn would cause a rise in the
demand for hops. Henceforth, the output grew rapidly
and from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century the
town was called the ‘brewing house of the Hanseatic
League’.19 Moreover, the Forum humuli, that still bears
the name of Hopfenmarkt today, is mentioned in sources
dating back no earlier than the mid-fourteenth century.20

The square is situated next to Saint-Nicolas’ church in
the Neustadt, a new part of town that was built from the
end of the twelfth century. Therefore, exports of Czech
hops to Hamburg via the Elbe river is more likely to
have occurred in the fourteenth century, which under-
lines the assumption of an expansion of hop cultivation
in that period.

Simultaneously, commercial hop culture emerged to the
west of Bohemia in Central Franconia, (Mittelfranken),
Upper Franconia (Oberfranken) and Upper Palatinate
(Oberpfalz), regions surrounding the town of
Nuremberg - nowadays the north of Bavaria. It is
assumed that the growth was due to the promotion by
the abovementioned King Charles IV, who had expand-

ed his family lands to the west, but also coincided with
the decline of viniculture in these parts. In those times
Nuremberg was the principal town of the German
empire. Municipal bye-laws, dating from mid-four-
teenth century, mention hops from the surrounding
districts being brought to the town market, where a
sworn official was ordained particularly to measure
shipments of the crop. The origin of hop culture in these
lands is demonstrated by the many technical expres-
sions in the Bohemian language being used in the
breweries of Nuremberg and its neighborhood.21

Special mention needs to be made of the rise of hop cul-
ture in the little town of Spalt, south of Nuremberg.
Documents from the town council witness hop gardens
that were laid-out in the course of the fourteenth centu-
ry. Around 1900, from oral tradition, hop farmers from
this area believed that hop culture was introduced in
the first half of the fourteenth century, when a canon
from a collegiate church in Zatec, Bohemia, came to
plant the first crops in Spalt. From that time hop culture
and trade grew steadily. Hops from Spalt became much
sought-after and in 1511 town regulations were needed
to forbid exporting hop slips. In 1538 the archbishop of
Eichstätt granted the town council of Spalt their own
hop seal as a proof of authentic origin. It was the first
place in Germany to have such a special seal.22 Hop
cultivation in this region still exists and Spalt is one of
the outstanding noble hop varieties of today. Clearly, the
similarity in DNA fingerprint between hops from Spalt
and �atec bears a historical explanation. Saaz hops must
be the elder of the two.

The rise of hop culture in western Europe

The commercial success of hopped beers from the north
German Hanse towns in the thirteenth and fourteenth
century challenged brewers in the Netherlands. They
watched the Hanse ships sailing along the Dutch water-
ways to the densely populated cities in Belgium, such as
Ypres, Bruges, Gaunt and Antwerp. From the 1320s
Dutch brewers obtained permission from their princes to
cease the production of multi-herbal beers, called gruit-

bier, and switch over to brewing hopped beers. In the
course of the fourteenth century hop cultivation spread
all over the country, in places where there had previous-
ly been none at all. Beer production in the county of
Holland increased rapidly and beers from Haarlem,
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Gouda and Delft became popular brands in the Low
Countries, northern France, the east of England and the
German Rhineland.23 In the first decades of the fifteenth
century Belgian brewers emulated the Holland beers and
began cultivating their own hops.24 In particular hops from
Poperinge (near Ypres) and Aalst (near Gaunt) became
renowned and are still used in Belgian beers today.

The introduction of hopped beers to England occurred at
a slow pace. Immigrants from the Netherlands started
production in the outskirts of London and in the south-
eastern counties, from Norfolk to Kent. For a long time
hopped beer was considered an abject drink for aliens,
the English held tight to their traditional ales that were
brewed without hops. Not until the sixteenth century
consumers embrace beer as a healthy English drink and
native entrepreneurs began brewing it.25 Hops that were
formerly imported from the Netherlands and Belgium
by the boatload were now grown in Kent, Surrey and
Essex. The knowledge about growing hops was sought
for in the Low Countries, especially in Flemish
Poperinge.26 In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
England became the leading country in beer production.

Over time, many hop cultivating regions in Western
Europe have ceased production. In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries the consumption of beer dimin-
ished with the introduction of new drinks such as gin,
coffee, tea and chocolate. In the Netherlands hop culti-
vation languished and around 1900 brewers only used
foreign hops. The same went for hop growing areas in
the former Hanse region of northern Germany.27 Only
in England did hop cultivation survive due to the
strength of its brewing industry and hop breeding pro-
grammes. Golding and Fuggles from Kent, bred since
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries respectively, are
still popular hop varieties. Currently, in Poperinge and
Aalst hops are grown, but production is on a small scale.
It is very likely that the original Flemish hops have been
parented in their DNA with the English cultivars.28

However, in the first decades of the twentieth century
the Flemish varietals were gradually replaced by hops
from Hallertau, Zatec and Kent.29

The conquest of Bavaria

The revolution of hopped beer, that had started in the
north of the German empire, reached the south of

Bavaria in the last decades of the fifteenth century,
annihilating the production of the traditional
Gräwzzing, a kind of gruitbier or ale, made without
hops.30 Although beer was produced on a small scale
and hop gardens were already known in Hallertau in the
ninth century, Bavaria predominantly was a nation of
wine consumption and production.31 Two innovations
in beer production gave an impulse to the industry.
Immigrants from Upper Franconia (Oberfranken) and
Upper Palatinate (Oberpfalz), east of Nuremberg, taught
the practice of bottom fermentation in the brewing
process. Beer was fermented at lower temperatures and
was matured in mountain caves or cellars of breweries
in a cool and stable climate for several weeks, which
was called lager beer. Brewing servants from Bohemia,
who settled in Bavarian towns, started producing beers
in the Bohemian way: they made strong and bitter bar-
ley beers, using fine red hops - so called after their red
bines - from their native country. Bottom fermentation
became the typical method of Bavarian brewing for
centuries and Bohemian beer was the most popular
style. From the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries
Bavarian brewers purchased a considerable proportion
of their barley malt and red hops from Bohemia.32

They also made a cheaper type of beer for which they
used local green hops, having green bines.33 The growth
of hops in the south of Bavaria was stimulated under the
reign of Ferdinand Maria (1636-1679) and in the second
half of the seventeenth century the region of Hallertau
came to be the second largest production area in the
principality, after Spalt. However, it took another centu-
ry before Bavarian hop experts claimed that their crop
had reached the same level of quality as the Bohemian
varieties.34 From the beginning of the eighteenth centu-
ry hops were grown on a larger scale in and around
Hersbruck, northeast of Nuremberg.35 Hops from this
area are still used nowadays. Apparently, the quality and
quantity were not satisfactory from the start, for in the
1730s additional hops were still imported from
Bohemia. By mid-century, however, Hersbruck
obtained its own hop seal, as a sign of its competitive
potential. In the first half of the nineteenth century the
acreage of hop cultivation in Hersbruck and Spalt
increased substantially, through common grounds that
were divided and brought to culture. The abolition of the
levy on hops in these years paved the way for further
growth. In 1853 this region counted for more than half
of the production in Bavaria, meaning the principality
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ranked second after England in total world production.
At last, domestic and foreign brewers no longer consid-
ered Bavarian hops of a lower quality than its Bohemian
rival.36

Yet, there were significant morphological differences
between hop cultivars. According to Olbricht, who was
an expert grower of hops in the 1830s, fine red hops
were cultivated in Zatec, Sokolov (Falkenau) and Úštek
(Auscha) in Bohemia, and also in Spalt and Hersbruck
in the north of Bavaria. These hops had soft and fine
cones with golden or copper-coloured grains of pollen
and gave a delicate and lovely aroma. In Hallertau and
other places in the south of Bavaria, however, green
hops were cultivated, probably of native origin. The
female cones were slightly bigger and heavier than with
red hops, but had a weaker aroma and oil content.37 By
examining these hop cultivars on quality and DNA, the
differences appear clearly: hops from the south of
Bavaria have a different pedigree from the ‘Saaz-family’.38

Diffusion of the ‘Saaz-family’

Bavaria has been the principal export market for
Bohemian hops from the sixteenth to the twentieth cen-
tury. Brewers needed the fine red hops for making
strong brown lager beers. Bohemian hops were also
exported to several regions in Austria, Hungary and
Poland. By mid-eighteenth century hop slips from
Bohemia were purchased to improve the quality of
Prussian hops and later Bohemian emigrants introduced
red hops in the Polish region of Poznan. When, in the
beginning of the nineteenth century, hop cultivation
expanded significantly in the principalities of Baden
and Württemberg, red hop slips from Zatec were used.39

In particular the hops from Tettnang, near Lake
Constance, have gained great renown and are still a pop-
ular noble race these days. The exports of Bohemian
hop slips explains the similarity of quality and DNA
between hop races from Poland (Lubelski), southwest
Germany (Tettnang) and Zatec (Saaz).

In the first decades of the nineteenth century Bohemian
top fermenting beers were considered expensive and of
poor quality. This prompted some citizens from Plzen
(Pilsen) who had ‘brewing rights’, to erect their own
Burghers’ Brewery and invite a Bavarian brewmaster to
demonstrate the method of bottom fermentation.40

Until then, Bavaria was the only territory where this
technique was dominant. A new type of beer was devel-
oped, named pilsner, after its place of origin. It was
made of light coloured barley malt, sweet and soft brew-
ing water, bottom fermenting yeast and was given a high
hop addition. Although initially hops from other places
were used, Saaz hops became the favourite variety for
brewing pilsner. The new beer style was developed just
in time to profit from the modernization of the brewing
industry and the expansion of the railway network
throughout Europe, in the second half of the nineteenth
century. Within a few decades pilsner beer from
Bohemia, together with other types of lager beers from
Bavaria, gained popularity in nearly all beer consuming
countries. Brewmasters from Germany and Bohemia,
who were trained in practicing bottom fermentation and
using modern equipment, were contracted with brew-
eries in Europe, the United States, Australia and China,
to emulate the Bohemian staple.41 The first beer revolu-
tion of the thirteenth century had affected all countries
in north and central Europe, this second beer revolution
of the nineteenth century affected the brewing industry
in all continents of the world.

Nowadays, pilsner is the flagship of breweries like
Pilsner Urquell, Heineken and Carlsberg, and lager beer
is by far the world’s most consumed beer style. By
around 1900 Bavarian brewers claimed that they
increasingly needed hops from Zatec for making fine
lager beers.42 And even today, the most popular beer
brand in the world, Snow from China, is brewed with
Saaz hops. The ever growing production of pilsner and
other lager beers gave a boost to the cultivation of this
particular hop varietal. Since the nineteenth century the
Czech Republic has been one of the world’s largest hop
producing countries. Saaz hops were introduced in
many countries, from the United States to Japan, and
were used to breed descendants and new hybrid hop
cultivars.43

Queen of hops

Based on historical and genetic evidence, Saaz hops
have proved to be the mother of a few other premium
hop varieties such as Spalt, Tettnang and Lubelski, as
well as some cultivars from the Ukraine and Russia. She
even has bastards in hybrid varieties on continents out-
side Europe. This makes Saaz a queen among today’s
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noble hops. Its status among high quality aroma hops
has by no means been achieved easily.44 It required a
careful selection of the finest specimen of the crop, and
the development of knowledge and skills that were
handed down from generation to generation. In 1855 the
hop grower Kryštof Semš from Vrbice, a Czech village
near the river Elbe, observed one plant in his hop field
that developed differently from the rest. It had a
strikingly healthy appearance, an early blossom and
extraordinarily rich and beautiful hop cones. This par-
ticular plant was selected for breeding and was put out
on other fields. A century later Dr. Karel Osvald used
Semš’ hops, which by then was grown in many parts of
Bohemia, for developing clones of the Saaz species.45

At present, the purity and quality of Saaz hops is care-
fully watched by the national Hop Research Institute,
located in Zatec. The Saaz hop variety is protected by
EU-legislation and has a Protected Designation of
Origin (PDO).46

In Zatec hops have been grown for about a thousand
years. The právovárecnici, a group of privileged citi-
zens with brewing rights, who are mentioned in a docu-
ment from the thirteenth century, will probably have
used hops for preparing their beers, since this assumed-
ly was common amongst Slavic people. In the high
Middle Ages hop cultivation must have occurred on a
small scale, for local or regional use only. Zatec was a
market town and owed its prosperity to the manufacture
of cloth and other handicraft goods and to trade.
Although evidence is scarce, hop production must have
expanded in the fourteenth century. In the wake of the
hopped beer revolution in the Hanse towns, hops
became a commodity for interregional trade. Many late-
medieval stone houses in the centre of the town still
have roofs with ‘oeil de boeuf’, ventilation dormers for
drying and storing hops in the lofts. Also the pilsner and
lager beer revolution of the nineteenth century has left
its marks on the town. Particularly the Prague-suburb,
south of the town’s centre, is characterized by multi-
storey warehouses that were built between the 1870s
and 1930s, equipped with machinery for preserving and
packing shipments of hops such as drying kilns, sul-
phuring chambers and tall brick chimneys. 

When it comes to the level of market orientation and
interregional trade, the Zatec region outdates other mod-
ern hop producing areas in Europe. Large-scale cultiva-
tion of hops in the Spalt region near Nuremberg also

took off in the fourteenth century, but the growers used
farming methods from Bohemia and chose Saaz hops as
a model. Hop fields around the Belgium villages of
Poperinge and Aalst were created in the fifteenth centu-
ry and across the Channel in Kent cultivation started just
a century later. Hop gardens existed in early medieval
Bavaria, but large-scale cultivation for the market can-
not have commenced sooner than the last decades of the
fifteenth century. In Hersbruck near Nuremberg the
scale of cultivation was upgraded in the beginning of the
eighteenth century and in the region of Tettnang in
Württemberg hop culture started in the nineteenth cen-
tury, the latter by planting hop slips of the Saaz cultivar.
According to this line of development of commercial
hop culture the region of Zatec has an outstanding posi-
tion, which is of great significance for brewing history.
Zatec is a monumental town with buildings and sites
witnessing two beer revolutions. It is the heart of a
region where the queen of hops has been grown for cen-
turies. Since 1774 certificates were issued guaranteeing
the origin of the shipments of hops, but certification was
not executed systematically prior to the 1830s.47 In the
course of the nineteenth century a selection of districts
belonging to the region producing Saaz was formed.
Nowadays this region is defined in regulations of EU-
law.48

In the introduction the nineteenth century hop grower
Schöffl was cited, who maintained that hops could be
cultivated on any kind of soil. He was convinced that
the quality of the hops was principally determined by its
cultivar, not by the natural environment, the climate or
the maintenance of the garden. A grower who wanted to
produce high quality hops, ought to select slips of a fine
race.49 And in this respect Saaz hops were top of the
bill.
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